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F O O T B A L L 
Written by Ferran Clemens (3er ESO ) 

My favourite sport is football. I love this sport because I play it and I 
enjoy myself a lot. When I was a child I played at school and in the street, 
too. Then, when I was five years old, I began playing in a football team and 
now I´m still in it. 

My team is ‘’Base Olèrdola’’. In this team I play with other people. I train on 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. On Saturday or Sunday, I play matches 
with other teams of different places. 

My favourite team is Real Madrid and I love it. At nights I watch a lot of 
football matches on TV. My favourite player is Iker Casillas because he is a 
good player, a good person and is captain of Real Madrid, and for me, he is 
the best.  I think I will play football for some years more. 

And more about football…! 

 

 

 

 

Iker Casillas is definitely one of the best goalkeepers in the world at the moment. 
Many even call him as the best goalkeeper and they consider him to be the better 
than the legendary Manchester United goal stopper Peter Schmeichel. 
When Iker Casillas and Victor Valdes are going to be head-to-head they are going 
to be having a huge responsibility on their shoulders as the whole team is going to 
be relying on their goal stopping techniques. As the legendary Lionel Messi is going 
to be troublesome for Iker Casillas, it is going to be the in-form Portuguese 
captain Cristiano Ronaldo for the Los Blancos who is going to trouble with his 
extraordinary shots on goal. 

Comparison El Classico 
– Victor Valdes vs. 

Iker Casillas 
 

The Spanish captain Iker Casillas and the 
Catalan man Victor Valdes are going to be head 
to head when the El Classico is going to take 
place next week in the Spanish La Liga. The two 
big Spanish teams are going to be head-to-head 
as Barcelona are going to entertain whilst 
battling with Real Madrid in the Nou Camp. 
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Barcelona are superior to Real Madrid in 
midfield - Bernd Schuster 

Former Barcelona and Real Madrid midfielder Bernd Schuster has voiced 
his opinion that the Catalans are better equipped than their rivals in the 
centre of the pitch   By Stefan Coerts 

Former Germany international Bernd Schuster,  
who wore the jersey of both Real Madrid and Barcelona  
during his career, is eagerly anticipating Saturday's  
La Liga encounter between the Spanish titans, and has  
made it clear that the match is very important for los Blancos, 
but feels the Blaugrana have the slight edge over their rivals. 
 
The second Clasico league meeting of the season is likely to be th
within the space of 18 days, including a Champions League semi-f
told Marca: "Everyone knows that the season will be decided in the
 
"This Saturday's match will be more important for Real Madrid than
lose, there won't be too much of a problem as they're still five point
Madrid have what it takes to beat Barcelona over one match, but I 
over two games. Real are Barcelona's biggest rival both in Spain a
 
Schuster then went on to compare the squads of both teams and v
the Catalans are stronger in midfield.  "Both teams are pretty equa
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Last year it was Valdes who managed to block a shot from Ronaldo when he was one-on-
one but this time round things are a little different. The Los Blancos are under Jose 
Mourinho who helped Inter Milan win the UEFA Champions League last season. While 
performing under the Portuguese coach the Los Blancos have become even more deadly 
and they are a force that is waiting to be stopped and they haven’t lost a single match 
while the Catalan giants have already lost a game to the newly promoted side Hercules. 
Iker Casillas definitely has a better record than Victor Valdes who is still waiting to 
become a part of the Spanish first team which is being led by Iker Casillas the captain 
of the Spanish team and the Los Blancos. He is definitely the best there was there is 
and there ever will be as he guards the goal for the Los Blancos. 
For the past two seasons it has been Victor Valdes who has conceded the least amount 
of goals even though Iker Casillas was a part of the Spanish La Liga as well. Valdes 
works in a totally different way than Iker Casillas. The Catalan goalkeeper combines 
well with his defence and takes action with their help while Iker Casillas is a goal 
stopping machine and he can singlehandedly take control of the game with his 
outstanding saves. No matter it is Lionel Messi in front of Casillas, the Spaniard is 
expected to do wonders as the reflex-master can block the shot whenever he wants 
to. 
The whole Spain remembers how Iker Casillas managed to save a shot from Arjen 
Robben during the FIFA World Cup 2010’s final and it was the same Spanish and Real 
Madrid number 1 who stopped a shot taken from a yard out by the Sevilla man Jesus 
Navas. Whenever Iker Casillas is in full form, there are few strikers who can find a 
way past him and what is going to happen during the El Classico only time can tell.  
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front. However, Barcelona are superior in midfield with the creativity of Xavi, Andres Iniesta 
and Sergio Busquets. That makes them the better team at the moment." 
 
The Camp Nou giants currently sit first in the Primera Division table with 84 points from 31 
games, while Real Madrid are eight points further adrift.  
 

Barça, champions with the best 
defense in league history

        Wednesday, May 11, 2011   

                        
 

As reported by Madrid based sports paper Marca, Barcelona have the chance to collect 
their third League title under Guardiola with the fewest goals allowed as champions in 
history. So far this season, they have conceded 19 goals and could potentially break 
their own record from last season (24). “The ball is the one who orders the teams,” 
maintains the Blaugrana coach. His offensive philosophy hides a perhaps more 
determinant defensive virtue. Both attack and defense are determined by the location 
of the ball. 
 
The forwards 
The Barça game is characterized by the monopoly of possession. The number of men 
that work to move the ball in the attacking area is important. “They are a team that 
usually move in spaces close to the area, so it is much easier and economic to attempt 
recovery where greater numbers of players accumulate,” explains Óscar Cano in his 
book El Modelo de juego del FC Barcelona. 
The numbers show the defensive performances of the forwards. Messi, Pedro, Villa, 
Xavi and Iniesta have recovered 425 balls so far this season. These five players almost 
double the figure of recoveries made by Real Madrid’s seven most frequently used 
attacking players (272 between Di María, C. Ronaldo, Özil, Higuaín, Benzema, 
Adebayor and Kaká). 

The defenders 
The experience of this season reflects the paradoxical role of defense in the Barcelona 
style. Barcelona has hardly suffered from their defensive injuries. Except for Pique and 
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Alves, none of the other five defenders have been able to feature in more than half the 
league games this season. Puyol has only appeared in 16 matches and Milito in 10; 
while at left back, there has been a virtual carousel on the left side with the physical 
troubles of Maxwell, the late adaptation of Adriano and the unexpected loss of Abidal in 
the final stretch of the season. 

The goalkeeper 
It seems certain that Víctor Valdés will get the fourth Zamora trophy of his career. 
Equaling Juan Acuña, legendary goalkeeper of Deportivo in the 40′s, and Santi 
Cañizares, who won as goalkeeper of Celta and Valencia. Ahead of him is 
Antoni Ramallets, who alone has reached five. 

Compared with goalkeeper Iker Casillas, he may be a little less critical because he is 
forced to intervene less (161 compared to 119 stops throughout the league). In the 
overall design of the game of Barça, Valdes is the beginning of the forward line or the 
last of the defensive part of the team as they move forward to the goal. 
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